Customized Solutions

Angst-Pfister’s engineering team develops every year many different solutions specifically designed for the food processing industry. Our solutions are all compliant to the European law, such as EC 1935/2004 (food contact materials). Furthermore, they feature the highest ecological and process safety standards, which ensure the highest level of water. Our customers benefit from our competitive advantages through a solid mutual warranty and Angst-Pfister which proves time and again that our engineering projects are the best solutions to reduce time-to-market.

Furthermore, we are proud of our Quality Management process, making Angst-Pfister a market leader in product superiority within the food and beverage industry.

Meeting the highest industry standards

Services from Angst + Pfister Group

Angst + Pfister – Your supply and solutions partner

The Angst-Pfister Group is a leading international technical manufacturer and service provider for high-end industrial components. As a supply and solutions partner for engineering plastics, sealing, fluid handling, drive, and antivibration technology as well as sensors, Angst-Pfister combines efficient logistics concept with comprehensive product applications engineering services. Besides providing customer-specific parts, the Group offers a product range consisting of approximately 100,000 standard items.

Our core product divisions

Meeting the highest industry standards

Our customers include
Angst + Pfister – Your Partner for Food Processing and Packaging Technology

Ensuring smooth operations along the food processing and packaging lines

For over half a century, Angst + Pfister has served the leading manufacturers and operators within the food processing and packaging equipment industry by supplying them with uncompromisingly high-quality products and comprehensive engineering solutions. Forward-looking products, innovative capabilities and an insightful understanding of our customers’ needs make Angst + Pfister the ideal solutions and logistics partner for the food industry.

Working together to design successful solutions

TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS FOR FOOD PROCESSING INDUSTRY

From Standard Products to Customer-specific Solutions

Over the years, Angst + Pfister has built up a comprehensive team of highly qualified application engineers who have amassed expertise across a broad range of industries. Under the APSO (Angst + Pfister Solutions) brand, our engineering specialists develop customized solutions for practitioners within our five core product areas.

Let our engineers serve you with tailor-made solutions in the areas of Antivibration Technology, Fluid Handling Technology, Sealing Technology, Engineering Plastics Technology and Drive Technology.

Engineering services expertise all along the line

Technical industry expertise from around the globe that benefits our local customers:

- design-in and development support (CAD, CAE)
- experimental validation and virtual design
- material and compound specification
- industry approvals and certifications
- technical seminars and training courses

The perfect global production platform: High-quality components for the highest requirements

Angst + Pfister has production facilities in 15 countries worldwide. This global orientation provides our customers with the most cost-effective production environment – even before considering our competitive ability to meet quantity, logistic and quality requirements. Being a company that is certified according to ISO-9001:2000, we make every effort to completely meet the quality requirements of our customers.

Reliable logistics and customer focus worldwide

A comprehensive logistics infrastructure means that the right products are getting to their destinations when and where they are required. Highly efficient processes, supported by an electronic order processing system, characterise the Angst + Pfister Logistics Center. Thanks to our international distribution network, a "just-in-time" delivery is supplied to all of our customers, no matter the location.
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